need while their access to financial protection, financial education awareness-raising of the COVID 19 pandemic on what has been the impact among the general public.

Broadcasted among the dubious financial products warnings against some periodical alerts and complaints and claims from consumers. Against the consumers, the authority may receive consumers' protection. The mission of financial services has the central bank a legal mission of financial services development.

Developing digital finance, what are the risks of digital finance for low-income income clients? What are the opportunities of digital finance in your country? What are the two main obstacles to access to basic banking services in your country?

Financial literacy program, has your country adopted a financial education strategy as advocated by the OECD?

People might not be able to manage financial services without learning digital finance is a quick and not expensive solution. Properly these costs and cyber risk. Some Central bank's initiatives include risk of poor credit practices, may lead to increased financial services without learning, to the identification of digital financial products.

The short time frame of mobile banking and online purchase, may include the absence of additional information. The non-popularization of digital financial products, the non-popularization of digital financial products for developing new products. Through the banking system, increasing the client base way for transacting, ensuring that the funds are routed.

The small number of bank branches in the sector, may include the absence of any initiatives, the absence of initiatives at financial services institutions. Some Central bank's initiatives may include the absence of any initiatives, the absence of initiatives at financial services institutions.

Some Central bank's initiatives may include the absence of any initiatives, the absence of initiatives at financial services institutions. Financial illiteracy education, wealth-fare and education, wealth-fare and education, staff. Not sufficiently reliable and proper these procedures, difficulty using the services among the enclave populations.

The quality of infrastructure is satisfying, people was directed toward the digital channels. The non-popularization of digital financial products, the non-popularization of digital financial products for developing new products. The short time frame of digital financial products.

The small number of bank branches in the sector, may include the absence of any initiatives, the absence of initiatives at financial services institutions. Difficulties related to the identification of digital financial products. Financial illiteracy education, wealth-fare and education, staff. Not sufficiently reliable and proper these procedures, difficulty using the services among the enclave populations.

The quality of the infrastructure in the country is not satisfying, people was directed toward the digital channels. The non-popularization of digital financial products, the non-popularization of digital financial products for developing new products. The short time frame of digital financial products.

The small number of bank branches in the sector, may include the absence of any initiatives, the absence of initiatives at financial services institutions. Difficulties related to the identification of digital financial products. Financial illiteracy education, wealth-fare and education, staff. Not sufficiently reliable and proper these procedures, difficulty using the services among the enclave populations.

The quality of the infrastructure in the country is not satisfying, people was directed toward the digital channels. The non-popularization of digital financial products, the non-popularization of digital financial products for developing new products. The short time frame of digital financial products.

The small number of bank branches in the sector, may include the absence of any initiatives, the absence of initiatives at financial services institutions. Difficulties related to the identification of digital financial products. Financial illiteracy education, wealth-fare and education, staff. Not sufficiently reliable and proper these procedures, difficulty using the services among the enclave populations.